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1. Study the given information carefully:

In the given questions, four words of the sentence are given in italics and labelled as 
 and . Of these, the positions of two or more words may be incorrect and

need to be rearranged to make the sentence correct. Find the correct sequence of the
word in italics. In case the given arrangement is correct, your answer should be 'No
improvement'.

A. To maintain safety and quality, however, Nasa's engineering include
(A) will be made available to work alongside the companies, yet each
proposal (B) must workforce (C) a plan about how that collaboration
(D) will take place.

A,B,C D

A BACD

B CBAD

C DBCA

D ADCB

E No improvement

Solution

The correct answer is Option B 'CBAD'.



B. Some psychologists pronounced (A) that stress is more speculate (B)
for girls than for boys in adolescence (C) due to the conflicting (D)
demands of traditional female gender roles.

In Part A, the word 'workforce' will fit correctly as it means 'All the

workers employed by a specific organization or state'. Here the

organization given is Nasa.

In Part C, the word 'include' fits correctly because as the sentence is

talking about a proposal. So the plan of collaboration must have

included in the proposal.

Therefore, the correct sentence is 'To maintain safety and quality,

however, Nasa's engineering workforce will be made available to

work alongside the companies, yet each proposal must include a

plan about how that collaboration will take place'.

A BACD

B ACBD

C DCBA

D ADBC

E No improvement



C. The climate crisis (A) is of our own creation, particularly that of the
richest countries whose exploiting (B) has been based on development
(C) natural resources (D) without end

Solution

The correct answer is Option A 'BACD'.

In Part A, sentence is talking about the opinion of the psychologists

so the word 'Specule' fits correctly in Part A which means 'to make

an inference based on inconclusive evidence'.

In part B, sentence is saying that stress is more visible in girls so the

word pronounced makes more sense as it means 'very noticeable or

marked; conspicuous'.

Therefore, the correct sentence is 'Some psychologists speculate that

stress is more pronounced for girls than for boys in adolescence due

to the conflicting demands of traditional female gender roles.'

A ABDC

B ADCB

C ADBC

D ACBD



D. Once the brainstorming (A) was filled with water from the river, a
reservoir (B) session took place where everyone pondered (C) over
what to do with the superfluity (D) of the water.

E No improvement

Solution

The correct answer is Option D i.e.

'ACBD'. In the given sentence interchange of the word

'development' and 'exploiting' makes the sentence meaningful

because we exploit natural resources for the development of the

country.

Therefore, the correct sentence is 'The climate crisis is of our own

creation, particularly that of richest countries whose development

has been based on exploiting natural resources without end.'

A CADB

B BACD

C DACB

D ABDC



E No improvement

Solution

The correct answer is Option B 'BACD'.

The word 'brainstorming' means 'a method of problem-solving in

which members of a group contribute ideas spontaneously' which

doesn't give any meaning in Part A. The word 'reservoir' which

means 'a place where anything is kept in store' gives the correct

meaning as it was filled with water.

In Part B, as the water was filled people gathered to discuss the

methods of problem-solving so the word 'brainstorming' fits here.

Therefore the correct sentence is 'Once the reservoir was filled with

water from the river, a brainstorming session took place where

everyone pondered over what to do with the superfluity of the water.

'



2. Read the passage carefully and select the correct answer for the given
blank out of the given alternatives

Political parties have become necessary adjuncts of government in modern times.
They are the instruments whereby -----(1)----- are nominated and elected. Though
they are not official organisations created by the state, they are nevertheless, quasi-
official in the sense that ------(2)-----, regulate and permit them to offer candidates for
public office. The ultimate aim of a political party is to capture political power and
keep ------(3)------ of the government.

The numbers of ------(4)------ parties in a state vary from one to many. England and
the United States have a two-party system. The advantage of this system is its
capacity to present clearer cut issues and fewer candidates instead of a multiplicity of
positions on issues and a wide number of candidates. The -----(5)----- party in this
system serves as an effective opposition. France is the instance of a state with
multiple party systems. Under a multiple party system government change rapidly.
The ------(6)----- are bewildered by several viewpoints presented and the multiplicity
of candidates they must assess.

A. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 3 .

A play

B fail

C support

D handicap



B. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 4.

E control

Solution

Option E is the correct solution.

'Control' is the most appropriate word because a wining political party will

have a control over the government. 'play' is wrong because you cannot

play with the government same goes for 'fail', 'support' and 'handicap'.

A state

B city

C political

D quiet

E dirty

Solution

Option C is the correct solution.



C. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 6 .

D. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 5.

'Political' is the most appropriate word because in the whole para political

party is mentioned. Rest all options are wrong because they are not any

state, city party and also they cannot be dirty and quiet.

A candidates

B people

C citizens

D voters

E beings

Solution

Option D is the correct solution.

'Voters' is the most appropriate word because voters are the one who will

access each candidates and select one. 'candidates' is wrong for the above

blank. 'people' is wrong because it has a name called voters same goes for

'citizens'. 'animals' is wrong because animals cannot vote.



E. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 2 .

A losing

B wining

C political

D quiet

E third

Solution

Option A is the correct solution.

'losing' is the most appropriate word because losing party acts as an

opposition towards the wining party. 'wining' is wrong because a wining

party cannot oppose. 'political' is wrong because it is just a type of party.

'quiet' and 'third' do not fit in the text.

A city

B village



F. Pick the appropriate word to be filled in blank 1 .

C foreign

D states

E policy

Solution

Option D is the correct solution.

'States' is the most appropriate word because sanctions are passed by state.

'city' is wrong because city cannot sanction laws same goes for 'village'.

'foreign' is a characteristic or language other than our own. 'policy' is also

wrong because sanction is like a policy its not sanctioned by it.

A people

B candidates

C youngsters



D leaders

E servants

Solution

Option B is the correct solution.

'Candidates' is the most appropriate word because a candidate is a person

who is nominated for an election. 'people' is wrong because 'people' is

used for plural. 'youngsters' cannot be the answer because youngsters are

not the only one who can contest in an election. Everyone can contest in

an election irrespective of the age. 'leaders' is wrong because there can be

only one 'leader'. 'servants' is also wrong because candidates are elected

not servants.
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